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JURIES AND LAY PARTICIPATION:
AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES AND GLOBAL TRENDS
SYMPOSIUM EDITORS
NANCY S. MARDER & VALERIE P. HANS
FOREWORD James F. Holderman 785
INTRODUCTION TO JURIES AND LAY
PARTICIPATION: AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES
AND GLOBAL TRENDS Nancy S. Marder 789
& Valerie P. Hans
The jury in the United States is fraught with paradoxes. Even though the number
of jury trials in the United States continues to decline, jury trials play a prominent
role in American culture and continue to occupy headlines in newspapers and top
stories on television. Americans might not always agree with the verdict that any
given jury renders, but they continue to express their support for the jury system
in poll after poll. This Symposium of the Chicago-Kent Law Review presents new
theories and research, with a focus on the contemporary American jury. The In-
troduction begins by connecting discussions at two recent jury conferences.  The
conference held in On˜ati, Spain examined developments in jury systems world-
wide and the conference held at IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law focused on the
American jury.  This Symposium includes several of the papers inspired by these
conferences.  This Introduction, in addition to describing issues raised at the con-
ferences, provides an overview of the articles in this Symposium, and concludes by
presenting an agenda for the next generation of jury research, with a recommen-
dation for collaborative approaches to incorporate distinctive methods and
perspectives.
THE AMERICAN JURY SYSTEM:
A SYNTHETIC OVERVIEW Richard Lempert 825
This essay is intended to provide in brief compass a review of much that is
known about the American jury system, including the jury’s historical origins, its
political role, controversies over its role and structure, its performance, both abso-
lutely and in comparison to judges and mixed tribunals, and proposals for improv-
ing the jury system. The essay is informed throughout by 50 years of research on
the jury system, beginning with the 1965 publication of Kalven and Zeisel’s semi-
nal book, The American Jury. The political importance of the jury is seen to lie
more in the jury’s status as a one shot decision maker largely independent of trial
court bureaucracies than in its ability to nullify the law. Despite flaws in the jury
process and room for improvement, the message that emerges from the literature
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is that juries take their job seriously and for the most part perform well. There is
little reason to believe that replacing jury trials with bench trials or mixed tribu-
nals would improve the quality of American justice, and some reason to think it
might harm it.
FOUR MODELS OF JURY DEMOCRACY Jeffrey Abramson 861
This article proposes a theory of “representative deliberation” to describe the
democratic ideal that jurors seek to practice. Given its long history, the jury does
not fit neatly into any one of the most familiar types of democracy, such as direct
democracy, representative democracy, or deliberative democracy. However, the
jury does hold together elements of all of these theories. In line with direct democ-
racy, we select jurors from the people-at-large. In line with representative democ-
racy, we seek to draw jurors from a representative cross-section of the community.
In line with deliberative democracy, jurors talk as well as vote and seek to change
one another’s minds. The resulting hybrid is what this article calls “representative
deliberation.” The core idea is that deliberation works best on diverse panels
where jurors from different backgrounds bring different views and life experiences
to bear on the impartial consideration of the evidence. The article reviews empiri-
cal studies supporting the theory of representative deliberation and proposes
changes in jury selection to remove obstacles to empaneling representative juries.
SOME LIMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGISTS’ CRITICISMS OF
THE AMERICAN TRIAL Robert P. Burns 899
For decades, psychologists have conducted experiments that have suggested
severe limitations on human cognitive capacities. Many have suggested that these
results have important, and largely negative, consequences for an assessment of
the reliability of the American trial. They have pointed persuasively at the dis-
turbing number of exonerations of those convicted after trial. And some have
gone on to make specific proposals for the incremental, and sometimes radical,
changes in the conduct of the adversary trial. This essay places these studies, as
forcefully presented by Professor Dan Simon, in a normative context, and argues
that they are more powerful in suggesting changes in pretrial process than in the
conduct of trial itself.
JUROR BIAS, VOIR DIRE, AND THE
JUDGE-JURY RELATIONSHIP Nancy S. Marder 927
In the United States, voir dire is viewed as essential to selecting an impartial
jury. Judges, lawyers, and the public fervently believe that a fair trial depends on
distinguishing between prospective jurors who are impartial and those who are
not. However, in England, Australia, and Canada, there are impartial jury trials
without voir dire. This article challenges the assumption that prospective jurors
enter the courtroom as either impartial or partial and that voir dire will reveal the
impartial ones. Though voir dire fails as an “impartiality detector,” this article
explores how voir dire contributes to the trial process in two critical, but unac-
knowledged, ways. First, voir dire helps to transform “reluctant citizens,” who
might have biases into “responsible jurors,” who are able to perform their role
impartially. Second, voir dire lays the foundation for the judge-jury relationship,
which is aided by other practices during and even after the trial.
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE DARK:
HOW PRE-TRIAL ERRORS CHANGE THE
NARRATIVE IN CRIMINAL JURY TRIALS Kara MacKillop 957
& Neil Vidmar
The jury trial plays a critical constitutional and institutional role in American
jurisprudence. Jury service is, technically, the only constitutional requirement de-
manded of our citizens and, as such, places an important responsibility on those
chosen to serve on any jury, especially within the criminal justice system. Jury
research has established that, generally, jurors take their responsibilities seriously;
they work with the evidence presented at trial and they reach verdicts that corre-
late to the narratives they develop throughout the trial. But with estimates of
wrongful conviction rates as high as five percent in serious felony cases, how are
juries getting it wrong? Synthesizing what we know about how juries operate with
the patterns identified in wrongful conviction cases, the answer seems clear—the
established evidentiary doctrines are sometimes compelling incorrect verdicts by
presenting the juries with incomplete and inaccurate evidence while expecting
them to develop complete and accurate narratives. Ultimately, the evidence sug-
gests that juries generally bear very little responsibility in the wrongful outcomes
in criminal trials. Rather, deeper consideration of the root causes identified across
wrongful conviction cases must be considered.
PREVENTING JUROR MISCONDUCT IN A
DIGITAL WORLD Thaddeus Hoffmeister 981
This article examines the reform efforts employed by common law countries
to address internet-related juror misconduct, which generally arises when jurors
use technology to improperly research or discuss a case. The three specific areas of
reform are (1) punishment, (2) oversight, and (3) education. The first measure can
take various forms ranging from fines to public embarrassment to incarceration.
The common theme with all punishments is that once imposed, they make citizens
less inclined to want to serve as jurors. Therefore, penalties should be a last resort
in preventing juror misconduct.
The second reform measure is oversight, which occurs in one of two ways.
Under the first method, oversight is conducted by attorneys and court officials.
Under the second method, oversight is conducted by the jurors themselves
through self-policing. The third reform measure involves education, which occurs
both inside and outside of the courtroom. When done outside of the courtroom
the education primarily occurs in the school system. Education inside the court-
room involves juror questions, instructions, and oaths.
The purpose of this article is to examine the various ways common law coun-
tries have used different types of punishment, oversight, and education to help
stem the tide of internet-related juror misconduct. To date, no one country has
completely solved this multi-faceted problem. However, this is not to say that vari-
ous countries cannot learn and adopt practices from each other. For example, to
determine the effectiveness or deterrence value of imposing tougher penalties on
jurors, one might study Britain, which has taken a hard line on juror misconduct.
Similarly, those jurisdictions that believe that jury instructions are the best way to
solve juror misconduct should review the in-depth jury instructions employed by
the United States.
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A TALE OF TWO COUNTRIES’ ENGAGEMENT
WITH THE FAIR CROSS SECTION RIGHT:
ABORIGINAL UNDERREPRESENTATION ON
ONTARIO JURIES AND THE BOSTON MARATHON
BOMBER’S JURY WHEEL CHALLENGE Marie Comiskey 1001
In both Canada and the United States, the constitutional right to a jury trial
includes the right to select a jury from a representative cross-section of the jury-
eligible population. This article compares and contrasts how this right has been
interpreted in the two countries through the lens of recent controversies. In Part I,
the article examines how the Supreme Court of Canada and the United States
Supreme Court have defined the representative cross-section component of the
right to a jury trial in the two respective countries. In Part II, the article focuses on
the crisis of Aboriginal underrepresentation on coroner and petit juries in Onta-
rio, Canada. The findings of the Iaocubucci Report exploring the breadth of the
problem, the reasons for the chronic underrepresentation of Aboriginals and rec-
ommendations for reform are canvassed. The article then moves to a critical ex-
amination of the groundbreaking decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in R. v.
Kokopenace where the court extended the doctrine of honour of the Crown to
impose heightened obligations on the state to ensure adequate representation of
Aboriginals on the jury rolls.
In Part III of the article, the Boston Marathon bombing case of Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev is used as a lens through which to understand how defendants marshal
representative cross-section of the community arguments in the United States.
Tsarnaev asserted that his right to a jury trial was infringed by the under-
representation of African Americans and almost complete absence of citizens
aged seventy and older from the venires in both his grand jury and petit jury. It is
argued that the biggest challenge within the American jurisprudence is the conun-
drum of which statistical test to employ in measuring disparity among the repre-
sented groups. The lack of judicial direction has created a difficult abyss where it is
impossible for litigants or defendants to assess the likelihood of success that a
challenge to a jury venire based on failure to meet the fair representation right will
have. The article suggests that the coming years will be critical ones. In Canada, it
remains to be seen whether the Iacobucci Report and Kokopenace decision mark
a watershed moment that will lead to greater representation of Aboriginals on
juries and a step toward healing the deep distrust that Aboriginals have for the
criminal justice system. And in the United States, the coming years will reveal
whether the courts step forward to accept the challenge of establishing principles
and setting standards for the measurement of disparity when such guidance is
sorely needed.
EARS OF THE DEAF: THE THEORY
AND REALITY OF LAY JUDGES IN
MIXED TRIBUNALS Sanja Kutnjak Ivkovic´ 1031
This paper explores mixed tribunals, a unique form of lay participation in
which lay and professional judges make legal decisions jointly. A short overview
of different types and sizes of mixed tribunals around the world will be discussed
first. Then, the paper will elaborate on the theoretical arguments that hypothesize
about the nature and extent of interaction in mixed tribunals. These theoretical
arguments, developed using the status characteristics theory, will be assessed using
the evidence obtained in empirical studies of mixed tribunals. In addition, the pa-
per will discuss other potential challenges faced by mixed tribunals. In the end, the
paper will provide recommendations for further research.
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STUDENT NOTES
RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS IN ILLINOIS:
ADEQUATE CONSIDERATION PROBLEMS
SHOW THAT THE COMMON LAW IS AN
INADEQUATE SOLUTION David S. Repking 1071
Illinois courts have long dealt with whether restrictive covenants, specifically
non-compete clauses, can and should be enforced when they involve employees of
businesses. Many aspects of restrictive covenants have been litigated, but a recent
Illinois Appellate Court case analyzed the issue of what is adequate consideration
in order to enforce a restrictive covenant against a former employee. The First
District in Fifield v. Premier Dealer Services, Inc., affirmed a bright-line, two-year
rule for deciding how long an employee must work for an employer before a re-
strictive covenant can be enforced.
The two-year rule protects employees because an employer cannot require
them to sign a non-compete and then terminate their employment the next day.
However, the two-year rule does not adequately take into account the employer’s
standpoint because an employee could voluntarily resign one day short of two
years of employment and the restrictive covenant would be void. This note ana-
lyzes the bright-line, two-year rule in Illinois for adequate consideration and
shows its development over time; it looks to how other states have tried to solve
this very problem; and it discusses how the problem in Illinois could be fixed ei-
ther through legislative or judicial change.
COMING TO A CAR DEALERSHIP NEAR YOU:
STANDARDIZING EVENT DATA RECORDER
TECHNOLOGY USE IN AUTOMOBILES Kara Ryan 1097
Event Data Recorders are receiving more attention as owners of automobiles
have begun to realize that their driving histories are recorded. Event Data Re-
corders are the “black boxes” in automobiles that are installed in the vast majority
of vehicles currently on the road. In the majority of states, the restrictions on what
information can be retrieved from Event Data Recorders and used by police of-
ficers, advertising firms, and insurance companies remains a gray area. State laws
governing Event Data Recorder technology greatly fluctuates by jurisdiction. If
Event Data Recorder information falls into the wrong hands, the possession of the
data raises serious privacy concerns. This note argues that as the use of Event
Data Recorders becomes more widespread, enactment of uniform federal laws are
needed to standardize the data that can be recorded by these devices and to re-
strict the use and dissemination of the retrieved information.
BECAUSE I SAID SO: AN EXAMINATION
OF PARENTAL NAMING RIGHTS Ashley N. Moscarello 1125
Naming a child is often one of the most exciting parts of having a baby. Some
parents, of course, choose to be more creative and unique, which leads to some
very interesting names like Toilet Queen, Acne Fountain, Crimson Tide Redd,
Messiah, Candy Stohr, and Violence. Although some of these names are quite
absurd, should the government be able to tell parents that they have crossed the
line?
When parents agree about the name they want to give their child, should the
state or courts be able to intervene in that decision if the state has problems with
the name? To what extent do parents have the right to name their child free from
government regulation? This note argues that parents’ rights to name their chil-
dren should be protected, either as fundamental rights guaranteed through the
Fourteenth Amendment, or through the First Amendment’s protection of speech.
Either analysis would require states to show a compelling interest in order to regu-
late the names that parents give their children or before judges exercise their au-
thority to change the name.
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CONTACT THAT CAN KILL: ORDERS OF
PROTECTION, CALLER ID SPOOFING
AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE Gabriella Sneeringer 1157
The Illinois Domestic Violence Act (IDVA) was created as a means of pro-
viding protection and remedies to domestic violence victims through orders of
protection. The orders of protection can insulate victims from abusers through a
variety of ways such as mandating that the abuser be prohibited from contacting
the victim by any means. Under the IDVA, any violation of the order is a crime.
As technology advances, abusers begin using more and more technology as a
means to circumscribe orders of protection. One such technology, Caller ID spoof-
ing, is particularly problematic. This technology enables abusers to easily contact,
stalk and harass victims in violation of orders of protection, while concealing the
abuser’s identity. Thus, when an abuser violates an order of protection with Caller
ID spoofing, it is very difficult to prove. This allows caller ID spoofing to perpetu-
ate the psychological and emotional abuse inherent in domestic violence relation-
ships. The Illinois criminal justice system must recognize that caller ID spoofing is
covered under the IDVA so it may begin addressing and prosecuting violations of
orders of protection involving this technology. Ultimately, the best way to protect
victims of domestic violence in Illinois and across the nation is by eliminating ac-
cess to and banning all forms of caller ID spoofing technology.
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United States
DAVID L. SCHWARTZ, B.S., J.D.
Associate Professor of Law and Co-Director of
the Center for Empirical Studies of Intelelectual
Property
EMERITI
LEWIS M. COLLENS, B.S., M.A., J.D. MARGARET G. STEWART, B.A., J.D.
President Emeritus, Illinois Institute of Professor of Law Emeritus
Technology and Professor of Law Emeritus
JEFFREY G. SHERMAN, A.B., J.D.
Professor of Law Emeritus
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ADJUNCT FACULTY
Sherwin D. Abrams, B.S., J.D. Geoffrey M. Davis, B.B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
John F. Acevedo, B.A., J.D. Michael J. Delrahim, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Olta Andoni, LL.M. Mary E. Dicig, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Cheryl D. Balough, B.A., M.B.A., M.A.L.S., Alexandra Dowling, B.A., J.D.
J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Grantland G. Drutchas, B.S., J.D.
Hon. Timothy A. Barnes, B.A.,M.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Nicola Fiordalisi, J.D., J.D.
Benjamin Beiler, LL.B., J.D., LL.M. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Margaret C. Firnstein, B.A., J.D.
Debra R. Bernard, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Hon. Kenneth L. Fletcher, B.A., J.D.
John A. Biek, B.S., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Courtney Fong, B.Phil., M.B.A., J.D.
Ashly Iacullo Boesche, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Howard W. Foster, B.A., J.D.
Adam Bottner, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Martha A. Garcia, A.A., B.S., J.D.
William A. Boulware, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Patrick G. Gattari, B.S., J.D.
Lawrence H. Brenman, B.S., J.D., LL.M. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law John M. Geiringer, B.A., J.D.
Evan D. Brown, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Robert B. Ginsburg, B.S., M.A., J.D.
Sarah E. Buck, B.A., J.D. Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Law Mitchell B. Goldberg, B.A., J.D.Chadwick I. Buttell, B.A, J.D., M.B.A., LL.M. Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Scott B. Goldsher, B.S., J.D., LL.M.Robert E. Byrne, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Robert G. Goldstein, B.S., J.D.Thomas B. Cahill, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Tomas G. Gonzalez, B.S., J.D.Nicholas A. Caputo, B.S.B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Eric F. Greenberg, B.A., J.D.Joseph Carlasare, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Ian Greengross, B.S.B.A., J.D.Paul J. Catanese, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Hon. Maxwell Griffin, Jr., B.A., J.D.Debbie Chizewer, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Nancy Hablutzel, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., J.D.Joseph M. Claps, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Eldon L. Ham, B.S., J.D.Michael A. Clark, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Harold S. Handelsman, B.A., J.D.Robert A. Clary II, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
William M. Hannay, B.A., J.D.Kevin J. Coenen, B.S.B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Keith I. Harley, A.B., M.Div., J.D.Patrick S. Coffey, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Daniel Mark Harris, B.A., J.D.Denis J. Conlon, B.S.C., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Robert J. Harris, B.A., J.D.Peter E. Cooper, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Kristen E. Hazel, B.A., J.D.Christopher Cue, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Brian E. Davis, B.S., J.D. Marcella Hein, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
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William E. Hornsby, JR., B.A., M.A., J.D. Aaron G. McCollough, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Matthew C. Houchens, B.S., J.D. Terrence J. McConville, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
J. Andrew Hubbart, B.A., J.D., LL.M. James P. McKay, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Bradley J. Hulbert, B.S.E.E., M.B.A., J.D. Renee D. McKinney, B.A., M.I.L.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Joshua J. Jones, B.A., J.D. Robert C. Milla, B.A., M.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Donald B. Kempster, B.A., J.D. Alexandra Molesky, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Meghan Kieffer, B.S., J.D. Ira A. Moltz, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Clark A. Kiesling, B.A., J.D. J. Michael Monahan II, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Christina E. Kimball, B.A., J.D. Rachel Moran, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
William C. Kling, B.A., J.D. James J. Morici, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Sydney R. Kokjohn, B.S., J.D. Gia L. Morris, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Christos Komissopoulos, LL.M., M.A., S.J.D. Hal R. Morris, B.A., M.B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Hon. Demetrios G. Kottaras, B.S., J.D. Wendy J. Muchman, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
John J. Lapinski, B.S., J.D. Michael Nathanson, B.S., Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Matthew P. Larvick, B.S., J.D. Marcia J. Nawrocki, B.S., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Gerise M. LaSpisa, B.S., J.D. Aaron S. Nessel, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
David M. Lavin, B.S., J.D. Jon R. Neuleib, B.A., M.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Joan M. Lebow, B.A., J.D. Meagan N. Newman, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Deborah Brown Lee, B.A., J.D. Kevin E. Noonan, B.A., Ph.D., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Michael S. Lee, B.S., M.S., J.D. LL.M. Lance D. Northcutt, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Joel J. Levin, B.A. J.D. Mary Lou Norwell, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Corinne M. Levitz, B.A., J.D. Luis Oviedo, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Charles R. Levun, B.S., J.D. John B. Palmer III, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Anthony D. Lucafo, B.A., J.D. Jungyoon Jaz Park, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Steven N. Malitz, B.A., J.D. Lucy K. Park, A.B., M.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Susan P. Malone, B.A., J.D. Todd S. Parkhurst, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Katya C. Manak, B.A., J.D. Peter M. Parry, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Marenglen Marku, B.A., MA., Ph.D. Jeffrey R. Patt, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Daniel G. Martin, B.A., J.D. Pamela A. Paziotopoulos,B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Richard J. Mason, B.A., M.B.A., J.D. Scott V. Peters, B.A., Ph.D., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
J. Brent McCauley, B.S., J.D. Phillip M. Pippenger, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
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John F. Pollick, B.A., J.D. Diane M. Soubly, B.A., M.A., J.D., Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Ljubica D. Popovic, B.A., J.D. Donald F. Spak, A.B., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Raymond W. Prather, B.A., J.D. Matthew J. Stanton, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Hon. Lee Preston, B.S., J.D. Tamara B. Starks, B.S., M.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Matthew F. Prewitt, B.A., J.D. Steven G.M. Stein, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Charles J. Prochaska, B.A., J.D. Peter J. Strand, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Kevin R. Pryor, B.A., J.D. Michael R. Strong, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Bruce Richman, B.A., MS. . MS., M.B.A. John C. Strzynski, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Leigh D. Roadman, B.S., J.D. Robert A. Surrette, B.S.M.E., M.S.M.E., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Jenifer M. Robbins, B.A., J.D. Eric L. Sutton, B.A.,B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Jeffrey S. Rothbart, B.A., J.D., LL.M. Michelle M. Truesdale, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
Jeffrey C. Rubenstein, A.B., J.D., LL.M. Douglas J. Tucker, B.A., J.D.Adjunct Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of LawSusan J. Russell, B.A., M.A., J.D.
Jennifer L. Tveiten Rifman,  J.D., E.M.L.E.,Adjunct Professor of Law
LL.M.Mark B. Ryerson, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Thomas M. White, B.A., J.D.Vincent J. Samar, A.B., M.P.A., J.D., Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Christopher J. Williams, B.A., B.S., J.D.Robert P. Scales, B.A., J.D., M.L.A.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Erik G. Wilson, B.S., J.D.Heather N. Schafer, B.S., M.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Charles Wintersteen, B.A.,M.A.,  J.D.John T. Schaff, B.S., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Michael Wise, B.A., J.D.Rick M. Schoenfeld, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Erin R. Woelker, B.S.E., J.D.Daniel C. Shapiro, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Brian P. Wojcicki, B.S., J.D.Laurie A. Silvestri, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
J. Bryan Wood, B.A., J.D.Joseph E. Silvia, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Patricia Wrona, B.A., J.D.Rachael J. Sinnen, B.S., B.B.A., M.B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of LawAdjunct Professor of Law
Amanda A. Sonneborn, B.A., M.H.R.I.R., J.D. Thomas M. Zollo, B.A., J.D.
Adjunct Professor of Law Adjunct Professor of Law
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